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Chapter 1
An Exposition of the Meaning of' Soul, Spirit, Heart?

and Intelligence, and of the Purport of these Names
NOW THAT THERE ARE four names

K

that are used in these chapters.

But few of the leading savants have a comprehensive knowledge of
these names and their different meanings, and of the definitions
of the things named. Most of the mistakes regarding them originate in

ignorance of the meaning of these names, and of the way in which they

are applied to different objects. We will explain as much of the meaning
of these names as pertains to our purpose.

One of these is the term 'heare (qalb), and it is used with two meanings. One of them is the cone-shaped organ of flesh that is located at the

left side of the chest. It is flesh of a particular sort within which there is a
cavity, and in this cavity there is black blood that is the source (manba)
and seat (mddan) of the spirit (rüh).' We do not now propose to explain
its shape nor its mode of operation since religious ends have no connec-

tion therewith, but only the aim of physicians. Animals and even the

dead have this heart of flesh. Whenever we use the term heare in this
book, we do not mean this sort of heart, for it is but an impotent bit of

"Nats E. EP, 7:880. CE "The blood round the heartis the thought of men"H.
Dies, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, quoted in Brett, Psychology, 1359. Editor's
note: seat
(madan) may also be translated as origin, or source
Uhe early ideas of Arabian physiology, see Edward G. Browne, Arabian Medi
Cine

(Cambridge, 1921), pp. 121ff. Cf. Brett, Psychology, 1:283ft.
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of
This concept has been expressed by the word 'subtlety, following the usage
the older philosophy. See Macdonald, The Religious Life and Attitude in Ista

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1912), pp. 221, 229ff. The nearest parallel
in modern psychology to the refined nature of this 'subtle tenuous substance
probably found in the ectoplasm or teleplasm of psychical research.

4

s

For the different kinds of science and knowledge see "ilm EP and the references

there given.

5 "Rasül, El, 3:1127ff. EP, 13:454.
6 A hadith given by Bukhri

and Muslim from Ibn Mas'kd.

7 Ahwäl' EI, 1:227. EP, 12:343.
8

"Haqiqa" El, 1:223ff.

9 Zabidi says that this 'spirie' is a very refined substance, the animal life inciple.
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overflowing from it of the light of life, sense perception,

sight, hearing, and smell to the members of the body resemble the flood of

light from a lamp that is moved around throughout a house. Whenever the

mp is brought to any part of the house it is lit by it.

Life is like the
that falls upon the walls; the spirit is like the lamp; the circulation oflight
the
spirit and its movement within

correspond to the movement of the lamp
throughout the house by the moving of the one who moves it. Whenever
physicians use the term spirit they have in mind this meaning, which is

a subtle vapor produced by the heat of the heart. It is not our purpose to
explain this usage of the term since its connections are within the scope
of physicians who treat the body. The purpose of physicians of
religion

who treat the heart that it may be led near to the Lord of the worlds has
no connection at all with the explanation of this
'spirit
The second meaning is that subtle tenuous substance in man which
knows and perceives, which we have already explained in one of the meanings of the 'heart. It is the meaning intended by God, the Exalted, in His
statement, Say: "the spirit is my Lord's affair" (17:85). It is a marvelous and

lordly (rabbäni) aftair," the real and ultimate nature of which most intellects (uqül) and [people's] understandings
(afhm) are unable to grasp.
The third term, 'soul' (nafs)," partakes of
many meanings, two of which
pertain to our purpose. By one is denoted that meaning which includes

both the faculty of anger (ghadab) and of appetence (shahwa)2 in man,

The arteries are made doubly strong so as to be able to carry the subtle body (jism
latif) which is the spirit. Zabidi quotes Suhrawardï's 'Awärif al-ma'rif on the
spirit. Animals have it. It gives the power of sense perception. It is strengthened by

nourishment. Zabidi says further that the learned say that this spirit is a tenuous
vaporous body produced from the blood that comes to its left chamber. Its value
lies in the way it bears the

physical powers so that they are circulated in the body.

10 Zabidi says that thinkers and writers have differed much about the true nature of

the spirit (rüh).

The nafs is the appetitive soul or self, the flesh' of Pauline usage: see EI 3:827-30,
and EP 7:880. Macdonald, Religious Life and Attitude, pp. 228-30.
2

he

twofold division of the irrational soul according to Plato was (1) thymos,
anger or the irascible faculty, including courage, energy, and ambition. This is

tne higher of the two and its seat is the heart. (2) Epithymia, the appetence or
tne concupiscible faculty, including the appetites. It is the lower part and its seat
1S in the abdominal cavity. This idea with slight variation is a basic factor in the

psychology of Ghazäli.
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which we will explain later. This meaning predominates among Sufis," for
they mean by the 'soul' that principle in man that includes his blameworth
y

qualities (sifät madhmüma). So they say, "The soul must be striven agoiainst
and broken This is alluded to by [the Prophet) a in his statement, our
soul, which is between your two sides, is your worst enemy4

The second meaning is that subtle tenuous substance that we have
mentioned, which is, in reality, man. It is the soul of man and his essence.

But it is described by different descriptives according to its differing states,
When it is at rest under His command, and agitation has left it on account
of its opposition to the fleshly appetites, it is called the soul at rest' (al-nafs

al-mutmainna). Of such a soul did God, the Exalted, say, Oh, you soul at
peace, return to your Lord, pleased, and pleasing Him (89:27-8). The soul,
according to the first definition, cannot be conceived of as returning to
God, the Exalted, for it is far removed from God and belongs to the party

of Satan But when the soul is not completely at rest, but is striving to
drive off and oppose the appetitive soul, it is called the upbraiding soul
(al-nafs al-lawwäma); for it upbraids its possessor whenever he falls short
in the worship of his Master. God, the Exalted, said, Nay, and I swear by
the upbraiding soul (75:2). But if the soul leaves its opposition and becomes
submissive and obedient to the demands of the fleshly appetites and the
invitations of Satan, it is called 'the soul that commands to evil (al-nafs

al-ammâra bil-sæ') God, the Exalted, said, relating the words ofJoseph
or the wife of the prince And I do not
acquit myself, for verily the sou

commands to evil (12:53). Yet it may sometimes be said, "By the 'soul that

commands to evil, is meant the soul according to the first definition for
that 'soul' is most blameworthy. But the soul according to the second

definition is praiseworthy, for it is man's very self, or his essence and real
nature, which knows God, the Exalted, and all other knowable things."

13 Sufi a Muslim mystic; see "ta_awwuf, EI, 4:681ff. EP, 10:313.
14 A hadith quoted by Bayhaqi from Ibn 'Abbäs.

15 Editor's note: throughout the translation, shaytän is translated alternately as

'demon, 'devil,

or 'Satan, and can refer to the
Devil or any of his progeny.
referred to by Imam al-Ghazäli as Iblis, it is left as such and denotes the Devil

16

Zabidi gives

an

additional list of types of souls: (1) al-nafs al-dassasa, or
the c

cealing soul (Qurän 91:10); (2) al-nafs al-mushtar, or the bought soul (Qurän

9:112); (3) al-nafs al-sawwäla al-dasssa al-qattäla, or the soul that makes
eviu

inconsequential, which conceals and slays; (4) al-nafs al-zäkiyya, or the purny"*
(Qurn 91:9); (G) al-nafs al-dhäkira, or the remembering soul (Qurän

soul

7:204
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of various

rmeanings that we have mentioned in the Book of Kn0wledge." Of these, two

pertain to our purpose. Intellect' may be used with the force of knowledge

(tlm) of the real nature ot thingS, and is thus an expression for the quality
of knowledge whose seat is the heart. Second, 'intellect' may be used to

denote that which perceives knowledge, or the heart in the sense of the
subtle tenuous substance. And we know that every knower has within

himself an entity (wujüd)

which is

a

self-existing principle (asl qäin

bi-nafsihi), and knowledge is a quality (ifa) residing in it, and the quality
is other than the thing qualified. So 'intellect may be used as meaning the
quality of the knower, and it may be used to mean the seat of perception,
the mind which perceives. The latter meaning is that referred to in the

saying of the Prophet s, "The first thing God created was the intellect"
For knowledge is an accident that cannot be conceived as the first created
thing; indeed its seat had to have been created before it or along with it,
and because one cannot converse with it [i.e., knowledge, ilm]. A hadith
also relates that He, the Exalted, said to the intellect, "Draw near, and it

drew near. Then He said, "Retreat," and it retreated.
So it is now made clear to you that there exist the
following meanings
of these names: the corporeal heart, the corporeal spirit, the
appetitive
soul, and intelligence. These are four meanings that are denoted by four
(6) al-nafs al-mamlaka, or the controlled (possessed) soul (Qurän 5:28); and (7)
al-nafs al-ilmiyya, or the knowledgeable (ideal) soul.
17 See "aq:" EL, 1:242ff. for discussion and bibliography. EP, 1341
18 The Book of Knowledge is the first book of the Ihya. The discussion referred to is
in Zabidi, Ithaf, 1:458ff. Editor's note: see the published translation of this book,

The Book of Knowledge, trans. Nabih Amin Faris (Lahore: Sh. Muhammad Ashraf,

1966). Also see the PhD thesis of William McCall, "The Book of Knowledge"
Being a Translation, with Introduction and Notes of al-Ghazzali's Book of the
Ihya, Kitab al-lm (Hartford Seminary, 1940),. (available at www.ghazali.org).
19 A weak hadith with many variations, discussed at length in Zabidi, Ithaf, 1:453ff.

Zabidi here gives one fuller form of it as follows: When God created the intel
lect He said to it, "Draw near" and it drew near. Then He said, "Retreat,' and it

retreated. Then He said, "I have created nothing that I love more than you;by
you I take and by you I give" The idea to which Ghaz li

refers in this passage is

comparable to the Neoplatonic concept of the intellect being the first emanation

from the Absolute. See Browne, Arabian Medicine, pp. 121ff. Cf. also the Active
Intellect of Färäbi and Ibn Sin, Ueberweg, Philosophy, 1:412ff.; Brett, Psychology,

2:53
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terms.20 There is also a fifth meaning, which is that subtle tenuoue...
stance in man that knows and perceives, and all four of these names

ub-

successively applied to it. There are then five meanings and four ter.are

terms,
and each term is used with two meanings.
Most of the learned ('ulama') are confused in distinguishing betwe
these terms, and in regard to their successive use. So you find them toll.

ing about involuntary suggestions (khawäir),

and saying, "This is th

suggestion of the intellect, this is the suggestion of the spirit, this is the
suggestion of the heart, and this is the suggestion of the soul and the
observer does not understand the distinction in the meanings of these
names. So for the sake of uncovering this matter we have put here at the

beginning an explanation of these names. Wherever the expression 'heart
occurs in the Qurän and in the Sunna, its intended meaning is that in
man which discerns and comes to know the real nature of
things. This may
be alluded to by metonymy as the heart which is in the breast, because
between that subtle tenuous substance and the physical heart there is a
special connection." For although this subtle tenuous substance is con-

nected with and used by the rest of the body as well, yet this connection
is by means of the heart, so therefore its primary connection is with the

heart. It is as though the heart were its seat, its kingdom, its world, and
its mount. Therefore Sahl al-Tustari has likened the heart to the throne

and the breast to the seat. He said, "The heart is the throne ('arsh) and the
breast is the seat (kursi)" But it must not be supposed that he meant that
it is the throne of God and His seat, for that is inmpossible. But he meant
that the heart is its [i.e., the subtle tenuous substance's] kingdom and the
primary channel for its planning and activity. These then [i.e., the physical heart and the breast] stand in the same relationship to the heart [the
subtle tenuous substance] as do the throne and seat to God, the Exalted"

20 Editor's note: Zabidi comments that they are soul, spirit, heart, and intellect.
21 Khawatir, see Introduction, pp. xxixff.
22 Ghazali gives the heart the place of honor; it is the seat of the noblest functions,
the brain being given an inferior position. For this concept as it was held in the

Aristotelian psychology see Bret, Psychology, 1:106.
23 Sahl al-Tustari, Abk Muhammad Sahl b. Abdalläh b. Yknus (203-63/818-96 or
897,was a Sunni theologian, a mystic, and a strict ascetic. He held that in imer

preting the Qurän it was necessary to seek four meanings: litera, allegorica

moral, and analogical. See EP, 8:840.
24 See "kursi,' EP, 5:509.
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This metaphor is appropriate only in certain respects. The explanation of
this is not vital to our purpose and so let us pass it by.

